
2 This work

Goals
●  Verify the significance of the detachment between mass and ICM distributions;
●  Determine if the BCGs are good tracers of the total mass distribution;
●  Measure the masses of A1758NW and A1758NE fitting two NFW profiles with mass and 
center as free parameters;
●  Determine the angle θ between the merger axis and the plane of the sky;
●  Perform a merger history using the methodology proposed by Dawson 13;

Data
●  Subaru B,R

C  
and z' (0.95 arcsec)  images;

●  147 (new + literature) Gemini GMOS/N spectroscopic redshift  members.
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1 Brief review about Abell 1758

●  The ROSAT observation by Rizza et al. (1998) showed that A1758 consists of two clusters 
(A1758N and A1758S) separated by ~ 8' on the sky;

●   Dahle et al. (2002) reported a bi-modality in A1758N both in weak lensing map and galaxy 
number density, using Nordic Optical Telescope;

●   Based on Chandra and XMM Data, David & Kempner (2004) argued that the physical 
proximity between  A1758N and A1758S and small velocity difference (less than 2100 km s-1) 
are consistent with a gravitationaly interacting system, but there is no X-ray signature of the 
interaction between them; 

●   Using Subaru two band images (R
C 

and g'), Okabe & Umetsu (2008) performed a weak lensing 

map of A1758, and  it shows two mass peaks in the north structure: one at A1758NE with a 
significance of 13.5σ and other at A1758NW with 11.0σ;

●   Ragozzine et al. (2012) published a new weak lensing analysis of A1758-N and reached 
similar conclusions to those of Okabe & Umetsu (2008);  

●   Boschin et al. (2012) performed spectroscopic analysis only by A1758N, confirming the bi-
modality in the NW-NE direction.

 

 

  

3 Weak lensing signal:
distortion vs magnification

 Distortion and magnification are complementary and could be combined to improve the weak lensing signal.

 

 

Merging galaxy clusters are excellent laboratories for the study of their three main components: galaxies, intracluster medium (ICM) and dark matter,  plus the interaction between them. The cluster 
Abell 1758 (z = 0.278), which has two clear sub-structures (North and South; apparently not in interaction)  has been extensively studied  by means of several techniques (X-rays, lensing and galaxy 

dynamics) and all evidence points that the North clump has its own sub-structures (NE & NW) which are in a post-collisional configuration. However this is a complex system and not all the 
phenomenology has been well understood. We revisited this cluster using deep three band Subaru images for weak lensing analysis and a multi-object spectroscopy from GMOS/N for the dynamical 

analysis.  Here we present mass reconstruction and a proposed scenario post merger.  

6 Conclusions

●  Combining distortion and magnification data we could reduce the  errors bars by 30%;

●  The displacement between total mass and X-Ray peak is significant and cannot be explained 

by another effect (e.g Dietrich+12);

●  The BCGs positions are compatible with the total mass peak (within 2σ);

●  The M
200

 measurements show us a scenario of major merger ;

●  Combining radial velocity plus the velocity of the plane of the sky we constrained the angle θ;

●  Our dynamical results provided by Dawson's model  are comparable with our hydrodynamical 

simulations (Machado, Monteiro-Oliveira et al 2014 in prep.)

4 Mass and X-Ray distribution
  

Optical image (Rc) overlaped with 1σ (cyan) and 2σ (blue) confidence levels of the total mass 
reconstruction and Chandra X-Ray emission map (red).  In A1758 NW the BCG, X-Ray peak () and 

total mass centroid (basically DM)  are in agreement within 2σ whereas in A1758 NE the X-Ray 
peak () is displaced ~75 arsec from the BCG and mass centroid that are in agreement between 

them with  2σ. This displacement observed in A1758NE could not be explained by  another factor 
(e.g. LSS, shape noise  nor NFW model) (Dietrich+12).
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☺ 
●  Higher S/N than magnification data.

☹ 
●  Systematic errors (e.g. intrinsic alignment, PSF correction);
●  Difficult to measure shapes at high redshift from the ground;
●  More affected by bad seeing conditions.

 

 

☺ 
●  Measure galaxy counts;
●  Could be applied to high redshift sources;
●  Breaks the mass-sheet degeneracy.

☹ 
●  Lower S/N compared with distortion data;
●  Requires a large field image.
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5 Merging system dynamics
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+2.36×1014 M Sun
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Left. Best result for PAM (partition around medoids) algorithm. Despite this result, the galaxies identified are uniformly 
distributed along A1758N field. Middle. After removing blue and red infalling groups, we adopted a probability to each 
galaxy belong to NW or NE clump inversely proportional to the each BCG distance so that total probability is equal the 

unity. In this way, we found Δv
LOS

 ~ 90 km/s.  Additionally, David & Kempner 04 using XMM and Chandra data measured in 

the plane of the sky v
jump

=1600 km/s . However according Springel & Farrar 07 v
jump 

could be 2 X larger than the true value 

so we used as input to Dawson's model a uniform angle distribution between 0 and 20 degrees.
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Dawson 13 model. 
●  Collisionless two body system;
●  Two spherically symmetric NFW halos;
●  Conservation of energy and zero angular momentum;
●  Maximum relative velocity is the free-fall velocity;
●  Zero impact parameter.

Hydrodynamical simulation of A1758. Left  Simulated X-ray surface brightness (colors), and contours of total mass.  Right 
Separation between the centers of density of the dark matter haloes as a function of time. The first pericentric passage 

takes place at t = 1.3 Gyr and the current separation of 750 kpc is reached at t = 1.7 Gyr with a fair agreement with Dawson's 
method result . (Machado, Monteiro-Oliveira et al 2014 in prep.)
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Example of Dawson's model output for the time since 
collision parameter.
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